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AN AN'ALYSis~oF THE· "SOCIAL FACTOR" IN PERSONNEL RATING 
This thesis was undertaken to exulore the 
... 
pose·ibili ty of discove~ing some sta tis ti cal metho,d that 
would reflect the ·effect of the social relationships 
that are felt to affect the ratings of subordinates by 
superiors in the typical merit rat,ing system. It. was 
J• 
felt that there are situations in which the two persons 
have other than prof_essional reasons for rating as they 
do. The purpose is not to explore or explain these 
reasons, but simply to explore a method which might 
indicate which combinations of superiors and subordinates 
exhibit the presence of these ·"social factors"· most 
mark.edly. 
The· main thesis may be approached t~ough two 
minqr obj. ecti ves. The first of these is to d~ete:rmine 
., 
. . . ~-; 
.,·,_.., 
.: 
the extent to which these "social factors" are tran8\ . 
. mi t.~ed betwe_~n the suQj ect_a ·by e:va:.i _ µat_i11.g t~e~. degree 
... , .... ·. - . . ,, \ . . . ..7 .... .......... _ .. _ ,"·,_I'.·•. • ......... ~10'·1 ~-~.:--·•_,! :;,,,;,,,, .. .,._ .,... .• •,•··· ,., .., . . - t: J...,.• : '· ' •••.•• , . . ', . 
of agreement of their opinions of each oth~r as· 
.. compared w.i t,h the geners1:,1 consensus of t.he groups 
q uestio-i,-ed-. ·· ·-T·he- s-eeo-nd-pmapbse-rs-·to.: ciet-ermine if .. / the-··~-~--- - ".:' 
J 
. 
. - .. .. ... . .. . ' . - .... - . . . . - .... " . ' ....... _ ... -, . -. - -· •, - ... 
........... .... .. _ ........ -- .......... ---- ............ ·-.::- ... 
• .. -a, ...... : ......... . 




form of ~he question controls the influence of the 
















The data used in this experiment was gather,ed from 
t.he students and the faculty of the Industri_al Engineering 
. -· 
. 
Department at Lehigh University. I feel that th/e · 
department affords a social and professional environment 
much like that encountered in an industrial situation. 
· This is especially true of the relationship of the senior 
students with the . faculty. · 
J 
Each member of the two groups was asked ·to fill out 
a questionaire in whio.h he ranked each member of the 
·. other group in each of three categories. An overall 
ranking was also called for. Samples of the question-
aires used are included in Appendix A. There were 
originally seven members in the faculty group and 
fifteen. in the student group. During the course of 
the experiment, one member was dropped from each group 
because of lack of sufficient contact with the members 
of the other group. 
JAore than one category was used in order to gain 
,•. 
·- , ···-----,,•·';''?~•"''' . -·· J .. ne.Jg_h.t .. JJltQ .. t)lfL-1:.ela tio.n ,·, · <Jf • t!te:'.:q u.~s fi.Oh type" to .... · t'!i'e O Or un:. .. ·. ' ... ·: ' ~ ''·',;::· . :=·· :· 
degree of influence exerted by the nsocial factor." 
upon the rankings. -·---·-·--r·•·----------·-··--·-----~·-·····----··-------··· ...... -:,- .. ;..,-·-:·-·---- ... -- -... .. •. . .. . - - ,., ..... ... .. ..... - . - .. -- - - .. - -- - - - - - - _...__ - -- ..... - ..... - .. .... .. - - -. - - ...... - - - - -
__ .., 
• . . • . • • - ..•• -- • - - , ••• -- - •. • . •. . - . - .. ·-
- ... t' • ' ... , ..... ·' .......•.... ·• -
.. "· ···-:.·,.-ml\ rankitfg-··.·s)/a t'em-~··o-:r·~·evalTui t-ion-.-wa's· ~creeic.e·cr --iipon- =· .-:' _-~~--: .... ·~:. ·.--. :-:::·.:··· - ~ .-: ·-: _ I 
- - - - ... ~ - - .. ._ ·- ... ... ·- - -- -- ~ -- -.. -· - . - .. - ... - - .. . . - ·- - .. -- - ... - - - - -· ......... -· -· - .. -- - ......... -~ . - -- - - .......... - ..... , -· .... - -.. - -- .... -· .............. - ·- . - - . ... . .• - ..... ·-· ····-- -- ' - - .... - _, ·- ........ - -·... . .... -· - -· .............. -. - .......... ·-·.~. -_· --.··=-· .. - ...... - ...... - - .. -- ---
- . for two-maia -rea-sons. In the first pla~e, ranking 
a 
.. 
: .. 1•·-~ ........... . 
·~ 1: 
~ I! ... , -l --- . 
'• 
' . 
j .• ~..... -.... .I!!"' ... ..__ • ...:._ ....:.· ...;·.. -~· -· , 
. . .... ·-: ... ;: .... ·- :. .... - .. ·. 
,4 
' 
elimina.tes any systematic biases the ranker may have. 
l . 
Seoon.dl_y, it provides a forced oho ice arrangement which 
minimizes the possibility of ties. 
After~the.data had been ·collected, the information 
was codified and all reference to proper names was 
terrnina ted. 
The next problem was to get the raw data into a 
form that would be suitable fo:r analysis. The first 
.. 
step in this procedure was to transform the rows 
· (rankings by one per~on of a11 other-persons) into 
I •,i 
normal scores which ·were designed so as to divide a 
unit normal distribution into equal segments. · Next, 
· all of the scores were transformed in to standa.rd unit 
normal deviates (within columns). This transfol'mation 
was necessary to give weight to relative disagreements 
in ranking that were s_ignificant, but small in ·absolute 
slze. 
In cases where everyone but one person agreed an 
individual was first, and t·hat- one p·e·-xson said the 
' 
. individ·ual was --se,eon.d, _ this deviation from the typical: _ 

















--~-· necessary weight to thi.s .. typ_e .. of .. devie.tti .. on.:from the-··· .. -·-···-· .. · .. · ......... _--·····-
--··-·· .. ~~···· ...... ~ .............. . 
.. ... .......... - . . .. - .. 
consensus of the group is to use stan.dard. -Ul'li-t-- IlQ:Z:raaJ .. · ... a ....... _. • • •• • '. - • •• 
.:..- :..:, ...: :.~ . .:. .-..:. ·- ~ :.· ,..., ·- . ·- ·- - -- ·- - ···- - ;_ - . - .. ·- ...• ·- ·- :_ ...... _ . _;_; :.. :..:. - .. - - . ···.--:. -.:~ -_·- -:.:. ·::. ~· -: -.~'.- ---~:. ~- .-:- -._ .- . . ... ~: ~ .. :.. :.-:--::.:·. ·-:- :, ·_. ;--:- ---~- :- -:- -·~ -:_ 
- . ._ , -..:.. -· - . .. -- ' ..... ·- - .. ·- . __ .. -·-- .. -.:'" .. ·.~- ;•;~. ·~ ....... --· ~-· ·····- .... -· ...... - -.... -...... ··- - --- ., -
. ,·. 
deviates "to indicate the relative agreefueht 6f each 
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ranker with· respect to their ranking of the rankee in 
q l.le s tion. 
. 
.. ' Being·interested in the agreement of scores of 
• 
corresponding superior~subordinate combinations, the 
' 
~ ~ product of their scores was ~sed. This statistic was 
. .,/ 
decided upon because of several .useful qualities of 
·1:t, 
\ 
products. In the first place, aJgreement in sign 
produces a positiv~ product while disagreement produces 
/I' 
a negative product. Agreement in sign indicates the 
agree~ent of the direction of action of the "social 
factor" upon the ranking of each by the other.. In orde,r 
~- i • to retain the ma.,ximwn amount of useful ¢,tnforma tion ·: about 
the product, the sign·s were not combine·d in the ·usual 
manner at the outset. Instead-, ·the associated signs of 
the xa~nking deviations were retained.. This would tell 
whether agreement was on the negative side- or on the 
positive side of the me~n. It is fbr this reason that 
the double sign in the product matrices appears.in 
Appendix B. 
-








---- ·· -- -· -.... -~ .-·, -·· · -· - -· - ·- --The -·q ue·s tion · still ·reniai:ried ~ x·egar·d-1 rig- w·4a t to 
-_-_-:_·;_~ .: ~- : .. : ~:.: ·;~ ·- ': ~~ -~ .. :. :.· .. ~ e~;J? .. e_-g.~ _-.i-f- ·_·tb.e.· :Xa.nk in·gs· -We~-~~:~¥1~:~-~(1-. __ ·:~·!¥1: ~P.~~g_~_~t. ·--~_$,®-~-t~:~~: ~- ~: .~:.-~-~ .· -~ :· :~-:.'~ ~.~ ;.~;:_: .. --· -- --- __ ... ·-- -~ ' . -. -, ' .. -... . -.. ...- . -. ·- _, -. - . .. .. . . -~ ~ ·- -= --_ -~ -~. ~ - - - . -· - - .... --- -- . --- ·- ~ - . . . ·:''. - -· - - - - - - -
.. ······· . 
. '······· . ......... . .. ·-·--·-···- .. -·---·-········· ..... . 
. aboje tfansformations were made. In order to have some 
-· - - . - - - .-:---
• • • • • • - • • • •. ·, ~: : •• -. -. '. • ,,·. • ,. • , • • • •• • • C • ,' '.;' •' :• •, • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • \, 
.. -:, :···,• ... answers to that question, & computer program was 
4 
l 







written to simulate the conditions desired. 
·The progr~m filled tw·o matrices. One matrix was 
six by fourteen, the other was fourteen by six. The 
rows of these matrices were filled by placing the score 
equivalents, corresponding to the rankings &vailable 
within a row, in~a random order. Both matrices were so 
filled and the. transforrne .. tions were performed. The 
ii. 
whole procf~ss was repeated twenty tim~s, giving 1680 
products. 
A _copy of the program actually used is on file in 
the Industrial Engineering Department at Lehigh Univer-
sity. 
Throughout the experim~nt, interest was directed 
to comparisons of the 11 0verall 11 ranking of the students 
by the faculty with the various rankings of the faculty 
by the students. In an industrial situation, the 
ultimate question would.be one concerning the desirability 
of promotion for the particular ind.i vi duals and i·s an 
overajll-type eva,l ua tion. 
~ ' ~ 
,. 
., •..... f .. W~•llt. :ftJ>~. ·····.·.,,.,.•tr W - • ,,_r.11 ___ ..._ ... ,maa • .,.,,, 
. .. • I-lo•• ~ .:-,,_.. .• • • . " .... ~.. . . . 
.·'. .. ; .. '. -~ ' . ~-... -...... :. -....... ~ ......... -.·.,; ·. · .. ·.- -- -. -- : .. ......... ,. 
' . . . I 
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The results·of this experiment indicate that the 
,., 
degr1ee of independence ·o.f the mutual rankitigs ca.n be 
I 
influenced by the type of question that is asked. This 
indicator of dependence is a shift in the average of 
the distributions toward the positive end of the scale, 
rather than in a marked increase in the number and 
size of the extreme values. 
The shift in the average of the distribution is 
·-
the result of equal incr;easee in both types of positive 
producrts (/./. and --) • 
- The appearance of twice as many positive products 
as· negative praiducts in the case of the Overall vs.~ 
> 
Overall indicp,tes that the "social factor" is one that 
tends to be mutual. There are evidences, however, that 
some subjects are quite capable OT hiding~their feelings. 
The effect of the question type O'!l the distribution 
. of products can be seen in the figures on the following 
page. 
...... 
........ _ . 
: -e-,-, }.''.?. . -~-
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X = ~two observations 
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. Absoll1te Cell Ne~tive P-roduots Positive Products Divisions (-/. _or /.-) ( ./-/.) (--) 
o.o to 0.5 II [[ I: O:IiI lI 1ir1 r !Ill I 
"mr uur 1 i Ii 1 D iii 0.5 to 1.0 11 ll I Ii 11 l JI JI 
<1 1.0 to 1.5 11111 I. m III[ 1.5 to 2.0 lI lI II 2.0 to 2.5 I I I 2.5 to 3.0 I 
• The actua;I. distributio.n of the products of the 
Overall vs. Overa ..11 scores is exhi'bit~ed in Figure 1 •. 
· -This figure shows the positive correla,tion be~ween the -· 
I 
rankings involved. Due to this correlation, the 
_ scatter takes on an elliptical shape. · Due to·this 
shape, the comparable level of sig·nif icance for negative.· 
products may be lower than for positive products. ' ' f ' -·~ 
Table l shows the percentage of observations to 
/. be expected in the standard distribution with independence 
as compared with the distribution of the actual 
observations.· It should. be noted tha,t the columns have 
r 
been arranged so that the averages increase from left 
to rig:ht. The averages me .. y be an indication of the 
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Cell Uni ts. Standard Overall o.verall 
vs. vs. 
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less than I# 
-3 .• 5 .. a .o 1.3 .: 
-3.01 to -3. 5 .5 .o 1.3 
.. -2. 51 to -3. 0 .4 1.3 .o 
-2.01 to -2. 5 1.8 .o .o 
-1.51 to =2. O 4.0 6.4 2.6 
-1.01 to -1.5 5.9 3.9 5.1 
-0. 51 to -1.0 11.4 10.3 9.0 
-0.01 to -0. 5 24.6 25.6 26.9 
o.oo to o. 49 .. ~ 25. 7 30.8 28.2 
o. 50 to O. 99 11. 4 11.5 16.7 
1.00 to 1. 49 6.6 5;1 2.6 
1. 50 to 1. 99 4.2 1.3 2.6 
2.00 to 2.49 2.1 1.3 2.6 
2.50 to 2.99 .7 .o .o 
3.00 to 3~ 49 • 5 1.3 1.3 
3.5 .1 1.3 .o 
and up 
~~ 
total: 100.1 100.1 '99. 9 
average: 
.01 .03 .04 
- ·- . 
.............. '.''~'-·:.'"!'-- ·:' .. , ........... ,.~·. 
-~-.. ·. ~~ ":"":'~'r .... ,,:· 
:••- •!• ' I -.,~ ,, ' ' •• ,•> e• 
.-........--.. ~~~-~--; : .... ·- ·. ·-·- ·: 
. ?'. 
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... . ~ . ~ · .. ,: 
Conclusions: I· 
The results of this experiment can be generalized 
in several ways. In the \irst place, the data shows 
tha.,t there is a ftisocial factor 11 which influences the 
ra .. ting of one person b·y another. This feeling has a 
' tendency to be mutual and thereby affects both rankings 
in a simila.r manner. The ef feet on the product of the 
unit normal deviates is not as great in magnitude as 
may be expected, but the overall shift in the distri-
bution as reflected in the averages is convincing. 
In the educational environment, this tendency for 
mutual sele,ction can be put to good use by allowing the 
student to choose the instructor under whose direction 
he wishes to take a multiple-section course. Under the 
commonly accepted psychological premise that a person 
performs more sa_tisfactorily in an environment t.hat ie 
pleasing than in an unplea.sa.nt one, then both the 
enjoyment and value of "'the cot.1.Xse should be greatly 
enhanced by allowing freedom of self9-c·"tion. \, The 
··-·-""".' 
.. - ...., 
.. , • . . :-i..:.,; .... 
.. -:· ' .. . . . ....... 
·-- _, __ exp_erim.enJ; i.nctica*a taa t- iluct1 a-tjlQ.J:tte b1t~·a -.stu.d,ent"~~ -~~-- :,~ ... ,., - _, .. ~~· ..,...,_, . ..~-1 
would generally concur with a similar choice by the 
.-normal deviates woul-cr-· indica·te thos·e .. comor·nati ons -of--~-~-~~-~--~-·~-·~_·:.:-~_-:' ..... -·.---------.. . . - .. - . . . . . . - - . - . . . - - ... - - - . . ~ ·, .. - ... - . -- ·7····· ·····- -· 
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personnel that may be most troublesome. It may be / 
desirable to investigate those products with high 
positive ( .f.+) products· as well as those with high 
positive products of the(--) type. High negative 
products should be wa,tched to avoid placing a strain on 
relations necessitated by the possible covering up of 
feelings by one party or the other. The necessity of 
investigating high positive products of the(--) type 
is clearly evident. -
There may be. several reasons for the appearance of 
/ large negative pro·ducts. These produ.cts may be the 
res-ult of lack of information ( contact) a;bout the 
perSi)n being ranked, or the ranker may be responding 
in an irrational man11er... Psychological study in this 
regard should yield valuable information. 
I feel that- one rea~son ·for the. lack of a .. significant 
number of large products, either negative or positive, 
/I 
:is t:he sma.11 size of the sa,.mple used in the study. In 
I ~ most real cases, however, the sample wo·'uld most likely 
. __ ·- ____ ~-'- :.., -·- ..I'.ee~ .to be srnall_to al1~ow the e_f._fJi.c.t~:~f,. i;,he so.ct..aJ. 
. ' . 
---·---.,...,.. - - " 
.. : ·' .... • .. , .. . . . - . ~-~-··· ., ... . ~- ·~,'l~- .•. .. ... ~~-· -.·· .. ·-· 




-..... _con.tact to,..,. exh-ibi t itself throughout the sample. A 
~-
·" 
second reason for the small number of la:rge p_roducts ... could.-· - ., , . 
. ·· ~ ..... - . ...,,__. -··· .... .. ,,· , .. , .. ·_. ...,.-;-.. ,:. . 
- -- - -· .... ... .. - - - ... . - . -.. -· .... . ·- .. ----~-................. .. 
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_ .. _ tQ._ ~t~qent,_ the "social .,_ .. fae-.ter" may not be: as- pronounced> ---
















Y' .- •,:' 
This experiment has left me with several questions 
that as yet appear to be unanswered: 
(1) What·are th·e factors that contribute to the 
'·' 
nsocial fa,ctor"? 
(2) Is the II social factor" (bias) on a sub- · 
conscious level, or is it well known to the 
.. 
;-.,,_·,Js,,1-,·.· . 
ranker? . ··o<f·l· 
(3) What.tool can be used to investigate the 
products within any row or column? 
{-~) Wha.,t are the psychological reasons for the 
tendency of some rankers to have heavy 
neiative or positive products? 
(5) What i·s the statistical signi-Pica;1ce-of the 
shift of .the mean in the vario·us classifications 
~- ··--as comp~red with the standard? 
{$) Is the mean of the distributiqn useable as 
') 
some measure of the amount of s·ubjectiveness 
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.. .. ..,... , 4 -~· _; ..- , ei_; 1 c: ·•;:"'· ... · .'-,:·,-1• ... ,•, ...... ,, 1 ._...... • . 
.. . 
.. - - .. 
. - . _, (~t) How pould one devise a simple test procedure 
to be used in an industrial situation?· 
- . ·-- ' ·- ~-
. ' - _,; ... • • ... ... ·-· ·- '• - 0 _:..•. • ,.-- • •,, ,;., 'oAo,•-. • ... 0. 0 -~ 
:fa)·- How often would it be, necessary to'1:tm such 
_a ... procedure? · .... _ ...... --= ~ - .- - - ----------------- - - - - ·- ·- ·- - :- - .. ·c.- ~ -:-·---:--:·-... · 
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March 1, 1963 
,-i~· 
Thank you for agreeing to help me with my project. 
I hope there will be no problems of interpretation; but 
if there are, please do not hesitate to oall me. My 
home phone number is 866-1242. I oan also be reached 
at 867-4241 between 12:00 and 1:00 and between 5:30 
and 7: 00. 
,. 
·~ ..... 
I have one more thing to ask of you. Please return 
the rankings at your earliest possible convenience, as I 
cannot proceed with my thesis· until all of the rankings 
have been returned. 
Thanks again for your time. 
Sincerely, 
_ ... _ .......... -- ... _., .. ,.,.,..,, ................. ..:---~ 
.. ·. _ .. ;~-··· . -------..Steve Ro.a ch ~f-" ,. 
' ... ,_,.. .. ~. ··: -~-· ·---.:.-: . ·- : ' .___ ·. •. ··~ 
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-Topic: · Inter-relations in Supervisor-Subordinate ~Ranking Systems 
Purpose:---- This experiment has as its objective the·'·a.ete:r-
~ination of the extent to which (if at all) ·a ranking 
of superviefo:rs by subordina tee can be us~.9:. to predict the ranking of the same subordinates by fhe same --
supervisors • 
In this case, I am substituting the student-teacher 
relationship for the worker-supervisor relationship, which 
would be of interes.t to industryo It is felt that tl1e 
relationship of the senior year students in Industrial 
·Engineering to the IoEo faculty closely approximates the desired situation both in familiarity with capabilities 
and in social relationship. 
• 
All of the ratings are to be of a ranking nature, 
with all of the rankings, from the first to the last, being designated by integers from one upo Each integer is·to be used only onceo In case of ties, indicate by 
assigning the same integer and omitting the next integer(s) from the rankinge 
Due to the nature o·f the material, all results wi 11 remain confidential with respect to who ranked whom in 
what mannero For the purposes of the thesis, a letter 
oode will be used to identify the participantso This code 
will not be disclosedo All references to individuals 
will be of the type "subordinate 'a'" or't3upervisor 'c'" 
or 11 teacher· 1a 111 or "student •c•u. 
I would appreciate careful rankings, as capricious 
answers will invalidate the conclusions. Do not consult 
with anyone in making your decisions. 
If you feel that your exposure to any person being 
rated is insufficient, rate to the best of your ability but place an asterisk(•) next to his name. 
.., ....... ..-r ,.,,, .. ,. .r "-:r,,.,,,,_.,,,o1 .. •< ,.,.·,,~· .• _ .... __ _..., •• , •• ' •• •••_r •,•,;• .. •,• ,,• 
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To the Students: 
Overall Ranking: In making this first ranking, include any considerations you feel relevant in answering· the following: 
With crbich instructor would you most like to work as his subordinate? 
"* 
Rank from numeral one to "n" in order of decreasing p~eference. The instructor with rank un 11 being the least desirable euperv-isor for you. 
Inst·ruotor Rank 
O.W. Brennan •••••••• 
A. F. Gould •••••••••• 
G.E. Kane ••••••••••• 
S. Monro •••••••••• · •• 
W. J. Richardson ••••• 
G.L. Smitho••••••••• -.;-
W.A. Smith ••••••••• ~ 
3a • 
... -. 
-·: ::J' ·-~~--"·-·'· . . . . .....-.-~.. ,·::.,..,...;.,.. -~-'--; . •."· : ..... ~: .. , ·:< ... ,·.··.· • 
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• .............. _ •.··.•.·;• ........... -......... h4!'" '°!'~··; 
... 
- ·- .-- - - . - . .. . . -
. . .... ,.. ·:.,· .. . "'· .. ~ ' __ ... ___ ··---
·=--·"'"""'· 
please ret u:rn this sheet, . ..... :.--,., .. 
. .. ,,. ·•'-'• - - - ·- ~ . . : .. ·.; __ . :_: ~-"' 
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~ L The three ~actors by which.I ~masking.you to rank 
the instructors on the following page are not completely 
. independent. As the rankings will be in no way oombi.ned, 
there will be no inherent double counting in the an&lysi~~ 
Teaching Ability: ease with whioh the instructor conveys 
new ideas to you, the student. 
Should be in,fluenoed by: 
a. intareet in teaching 
b. interest in material,. being taught --;· . 
o. organization of material being taltght 
d. personal traits or mannerisms 
Coqand of Technical Turaterial~ scope and depth of knowledge 
of IoEo oriented material as demonstrated either in 
or out of the elaseroomo 
If possible» Jiisassooiate this ranking from the 
effect of ~peoific oou~ses taught by the instructor 
in que~tiono It is to reflect the technical knowledge 
of the instructor, not the demands made upon t·his 
knowledge by his course offerings. 
Indication of Practical Experience: any evidence of a 
knowledge of the practical (as versus the academic) 
applications of the principles of Industrial 
Engi.neeringo 
-. 
~- '.·: ··: .... I 
Should be influenced by the ease with which a 
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~ ... ~·4:.:.··· . .:.•· - ...................... _ ..... __ ~-..,_ .. _, 
.. · .. _ ·-. ;..., .. ~ __ .' -
.... ,, ~ ,.-.. " . I.,,.. -.. 
' ,.,1 
I•,,.,,.,, .. "'"" O, 
.;., 
Instructor 
O.W. Brennan •••••••• 
A. F. Gould •••••••••• 
G. E • Kane .- -.- • • • • • • • • • 
S. Monro ..•..••••• 
W. J .- Richardson ••••• 
G.L. Smith •••••••••• 
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Please return this sheet 
, .,... . ··--· ...................... ,.. ______ .. _.. 
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(name of ranker) 
......--...... __ , .. 
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To the Faculty: 
Overall Rankin-g: In making 
consideration you feel 
following: 
this ranking, include any 
relevant in answering the· 
) 
Which st~dent wpuld you·most likely recommend for 
advancement to a more responsible position? 
Rank from one up in order of decreasing preference. 
The student with the highest digit being the least 
highly recommended for advancement. 
Student Rank 
D.E. Benner •••••••••••••• 
T.H. Blackwood ••••••••••• 
J.A. Otmitz •••••••••••••• 
M. P. Dllllham •••••••••••••• 
W. B. Dunning ••••••••••••• 
R.J. Erkes ••••••••••••••• 
L.C. Farish •••••••••••••• 
G.H. Johnson ••••••••••••. 
J. H. .Minni ch •••• · ••••••••• 
K. Petrime ••••••.•••••• 
R .M. Rosenbaum ••••••••••• 
R.A. Stern ••••••••••••••• I 
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The three factors by which I am asking you to rate 
the students are not completely independent. As the 
·rankings will be in no way -combined, there will be no 
inherent double counting in the analysis. 
Ability: ability to do work in Industrial Engineering. 
This rank is not intended to reflect tbe total 
performance picture in IoEo materialo It is intended 
to reflect the technical competence of the student 
in areas relating to Industrial Engineeringo If 
possible, attitude should be discounted when making 
this ranking. 
Achievement: performance in I.E. work. 
This -ranking is to include not only ability, 
but also the willingness of the student to do I.E. 
related work. r·t would be most easily noticed in 
individual projects. 
Personality: .~ . 
... •' ~- ---
This factor is intended to reflect the ability 
of the student to,/work with others and includes both 
~cooperation with his peexs and supervisorso Also 
to be considered is the degree and manner in which 
the student contributes his·own ideas for the 
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S3 B4 85 
13 14 1 
14 13 1 
13 14 1 
4 l 
14 13 1 
7 14 l 
f3 f4 f5 
6 3 2 
5 6 1 





· 86 a7 sB 
8 5 9 
4 5 10 
8 9 6 
6. 7 8 












all B12 B13 
2- 7 11 
a 7 *12 
7 3 10 
2 9 
a 4 11 





























S4 4 2 5.5 5.5 1 3 
s5 2 6 5 4. 1 
B6 4 6 5 1 3 
..• 
·87 3 8 4 6 1 5 
0 es- 1 4. 5 3 
-
a 4. 5 ,, -- ..... -....», ..... _~_,...,. •••• .., .--.·-,., • .;.,·· ........... -,... ......................... • ······-~-···-~ ...... ··-·· ,, ' 1111,,,, ... ., ......... ,, ................ ,.... ·;. 
. •··· • ..a... 
·-
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·-- --- ,,_.., re .... .,. 
,, .. ..,.. •. '""' .. ..,~ -:-:· -. ... w ,, ... ....,., ,.... ...-.~..;-·4, ~-'·"'•'\.·•"""'' .·.~t.•(,,·, .,. ,,.,.,,t, ., '.'"'··· ~ ... ~ •• ' -, 
s9 4 3 6 2· 1 5 
slO J--, 
" .............,-~·~-.. -~.,..: ~ ,,,; ... _, ... -.--... -~ .... ,_,. ): 3 6 1 3 5 ·.· . . ; ~ ~·V•_.,,· .!""•.•••,"' 
,_ 
?" . _ .. ;• •..•.• 
all 3 - 4 6 
. __ ...._ --... -- - .. 
•. . ....... _. ~ . -~·'-. ;,_ . 
,; sl2\ 5 2 3 
"'. 
--- - . • •• - •• ~ •• ,r . • ~ ' .... • .--, 
. -·- .. ~..;.,;_ . ; 
6 l 3 .;;· ., s13 5 4 2 

































R a n k e e 
\ 
ABILITY 
el ea s3 s4 s5 s6. s7 eB. a9 slO all sl2 el3·al4 
f 





6 10 9 14 1 ·. 8 3 12 13 2 5 7 11 4 
9 12 11 13 l 8 3 5 14 a 6 7 10 4 
6 9 4 1 7 a 3 8 5 
,: 6 9 14 13 1 11 5 8 12 a 3 7 10 4 
' 





5 12 13 14 1 6 11 8 10 4 2· 9 7 3 
7 10 13 9 3 6 4 11 14 l a 8 1 .. 2 5 
8 ·13 1~ 14 a 5 -4 11 12 1· . ·3 6 9 7 . . 
7 8 4 "-J~a s, 1 3 9- 6 
10 - .· 7 14 13 1 6 5 8 11 3 2 4 12 9 
.6. 8 9 14 2 10 4 7 12 3 5 13 11 1 
l>ERSONALITY 
4 13 12 14 l 8 10 7 9 5 2 6 ll 3 
-· ..... , ...... •••• 
. ..,,;,, 
.. ,,,,, .. ... ~ 
< '. ............ ··· ........ -.,, ......... -..... -.. _ ... ~-.~ ··r ·2····· .. : ·-·.-..... -···s an:ittr• ......................... .. ·, , 8 12 14 3 1 11 6 1~ .4 3 7 10 5-
f3 ~ 7 10 14 13 1 4 3 a 12 s 11 s s a 
f4 4 ? -- 6- - .. 1 3 2 - 8 . .. · · . ·-· ·- 9·-- 5 
. 
-- - - - - - - - - .. - ... ... ... .... · ..... - - - - ~ .. . ·- - - .. - . - . ·-· ... - . - - - - ~· .·. :- . _::. 
f6 12 10 · 6 11. 2 · · 9 ..... 7 .......... 1 -...... 5 ......... ,, 4.. . .. 3.,.. 14- ·: 13 8 
25 
·t' 
.. ___ .r-·········~~-..._J 
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I: 
... ,.,,., ........... ~-···.' 
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·a TEACHING ABILITY a COMMAND OF TECH. MAT'L. 
n n 
k Rankee k R a n k e e 
e e 
r fl f8 f3 f4 f5 'f6 r fl f2 f3 f4 f5 fS 
sl .3 4 s 5 2 1 4 6 1 ~.~ ~3 ·2 
s2 3 8 5 1 4 2 6 3 5 1 4 
s3 2.5 4 5 6 1 2.5 3 2 6 4 5 2 
84 4 a 5.5 5.5 1 3 s4 2.5 5 4 6 l 2.5 
85 3 5 4 
- l 2 B5 3.5 5 3.5 
-
1 2 
86 2 3 5 s• 1 4 e6 3 5 s• 1 4 
i:i s7 4 5 3 6 1 2 a7 4 5 2 6 1 3 
s8· 2 4 5 
- 1 3 S8 4 5 a - 1· 3 
* 
B9 5 3 6' ' 4 1 s9 2 5 4 6 3 1 
slO 4.5 2 6 4.5 l 3 elO 3 4.5 6 4.5 1 2 
ell 4 6 3 1 5 Bll 1 4 3 5* 2 6 
.. ,~-
s12 3 2 4 6* 1 5 s12 5 4 2 s• 3 1 
sl3 5 3 4 6 l· B13 l 5 6 3 4 
sl4 4 3 6 5 l 2 sl4 2 5 4 6 1 3 
INDICATION OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
· sl l 5 4 s a 3 sB l 5 4 
s2 
S3 
a s 4 s 3 1 
l 5.5 4 5.5 3 







s5- . - -1 







6 . 3 
.. ~·· 
r 
5 ...... · .. s1z 
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./-O. 64 ./-1. 27 
/.1.27 1-0.20 
/.0. 95. 1-0~ 95 
fl.27 /.0.20 
f0.64 -1.27 fl.27 f0.20 
-0.20 f0.64 -1.27 -0.64 fl.27 /-0.20 
.,to.20 .J.o.s,1 -0.20 -1.21 ./-1.21 ~.s, · 
fl.16 -0.83 o.oo f0.50 -0.83 
-0.20 f0.20 -1.27 f0.64 fl.27 -0.64 
-0.64 -0.20 
slO· i0.20 ;0.20 -1.27 /1.27 -0.20 -0.64 






sl2 -0.64 /.0.64 fo.20 -1.27 ./,1.27 -0.20 \ 
sl3 
-0.64 -0.20 ~0.64 -1.27 ;1.27 f0.20 
·s14 fo.20 -0.20 -1.27 -01.~64 .,l0.84 /.1.27 
col. smn f0.08 f0.06 -10.48 -4.96 tl4.36 f0.90 
. . . ~ol. ~~~· ,L~.oos .,t~.oo! -0.~49 -0.382 f1.02s f0.064 
:·~_,,,, ... , ... ,., .. ._M:1.:±1~~---·"·1-~,.aum ... x.lJ~ .. ~k-~.6~ u·~OOi'.J--c-13"~04 ~~-28 161t530-. ·6 ... 698 
• sum Xij2+n2 0.239 0.357 0.965 0.825 1.181 0.478 : (colo avg.) 0.000 0.000 00561 00146 1.051 0.004 
variance 0.239. D.3-57 .0.404 0.679 0.130 0.474 ... 
} 
... --...-•.. , ~ ...... "'C<, . .... ..- ....... ,,•,•. • .. , : . 
-
..... ·· ........ ·.• .. ·· .. ·· .... · ............. · .... std •... d.ev ....... : ......... 0..4a9. 0 .. 59?. »0 ... 535 .. ·. 0~·824-:.:.0 .• :351 0,1@88 t 
·• col. avg. ··.;.o.-o~s1o.oo4~().·749_o.3a27I:.0:2s.fo·~·()64 , .... ··· ···' .... ·· ·•······ 
. 2,. 
·- - -·- -- - - -- ·- ·- ~--·· ..... .. 














































R a. n k -e e 
S3 84 







-1. 70\ r/~I. 21 
\i 
/.0.09 -1.70 
-5.46 -7. 52 
~- .. 
85 86 
1-1. 70 -0.09 ./-0.46 




/.1.70 /.0.27 ./-0.09 
fl. 70 -0.90 /.0.46 
/.9. 99 -0.15 fl.20 
-0.027 -0.520 -0.910 -1.504 fl.665 -0.030 f0.240 
0.875 2.264 8.789 11.598 16.670 1.335 o. 717 
. 
0.146 0.377 1.465 2.319 2.778 0.267 0.143 
,(;-1 
(col. avg.)2 0.001 0.270 0.828 2.262 2.772 O.OOD 0.058 
• 0.145 0.107 0.637 0.057 0.006 /0. 266 0.085 variance 
·~.--.· . ' ........... ,:,., . .'., ... _ .... -·~: 
. . 
~- .......... -~-·.· ,· --. __ ,,,.,.._. 
... .. ·:,-~· 
,. .. 
- - . - ,;. .. ·.-·4 ~ . : .... • ·:. ; .;· .• .• .•· ... ~- :: ··: 
·.. . ·•. ~ .... : ..... · .; . ~ .,.. . ~ .. "':. :- .. ~ ... -..... :- . 
,...,_. .:. ·-- . .,.;...· 
. _-::_:: _..:.: .~- ._-;. --~'. _;,.. '~ -.. ~· ~ ·-·. -~- ~-· -· -. -- .... : - -· ... :· ': - - -
- - - - - - - - . ·- ;" ~ - -- ., .. : - ,- ·- - ,• -·.· ;;.:;:. -:. ,, :.": 
... .,+ ··-- ... _ ·- - ..... - ·--·. :_ ~- .. ·.. . ·:.· ;..... .·: - - .. ··- -~ .. ·.-· ... · .. - .... '. ·- - ,· . -/ - . 
as 
• . . • ,,~ • 1 .. :· .• 
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R J n k e e 
a9 slO ell 
-0.46 /.0 .• _66 ;1. 21 
-0.66 /.0.90 ./.1. 21 
-0.90 ./-1.21 ./-0.09 
-0.57 /.0.57 ./,0.93 
-0.90 1-0·. 90 ./-1. 21 
-0.46 f0.66 /.0.90 
-3.95 ./-4. 90 ./-5.55 
··11: 
S12 sl3 s14 
/.0.09 -0. 66 · /.O. 90 
' /.0.09 /-0.27 -0. 90 
/.0.90 -0.46 ./-0.46 
-1.49 0.00 
/.0.66 -0.66 /.0.46 
'\ 
-1.21 ~o.ss fl.81 
"" 
/.0.53 -4.83 f3.30 
-0.056 -0.658 f0.817 f0.925 f0.106 -0.805 f0.550 
0.439 8.805 4.281 6.075 2.726 4.548 2.771 
0.088 0.468 0.714 1.013 0.545 . o. 758 (·462 
avg.) 2 0.003 ! (col. 0.433 0.667 0.856 0.0])1 0.648 0.303 ~ 
. ' 




' 0. 292 0 .187 0. 21 7 0. 396- 0. 731 . 0 ~ 3.3.?.J-.. 0~;3g9· ... 
• $ ~,.. .. ,, ................. .r1t·-· •. :,,. ''l!"'i.'(' r,. . . • •t,.,_,...,.:~· .•. ·~u '.· ... • ...... ' .. ' , ' . • . ,- ·.' . ' . . . . ~ . 
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, __ 
- .. -..:.· 
-·· -- - .-: ·-. - .. -.-.- - :--'!·'· ...: -- :....-.- ·--: ··- ·-~ ~·-- -~ •,.: 
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" TEACHING ABILITY· 
Normalized Scores (.with.in row) 
R a n k e e 
f2 f3 f4 
-0.20 -1.27 -0.64 
/.0.84 -1.27 -0.64 
. ···.:=-
:;.~ J -::---- . 
\ 
f5 f6· 
/.0.64 ./-1. 27 
/.1.27 -0.20 
B3 /.O. 42 -0.20 -0.64 -1.27 /.1;27 /.O. 42.~ .. 
.f' 
s4 
-0.20 -0.95 ./-0.64 -0.95 ,£1.27 /-0.20 
s5 o.oo -1.16 -0.50 
·- fl.16 /-0. 50 · 
s6 f0.64 /.0.20 --0.64 -1.27 fl.27 -0.20 
s7 .-o. 20 -0.64 f0.20 -1.27 1-.1. 27 /.0.64 
e8 /.0.50 -0.50 -1.16 
- fl.16 0.00 
e9 
-0.64 /.0.20 -1.27 -0.20 /.1.27 f0.64 
slO 
-0.42 f0.64 -1.27 -0.42 11.27 1-0.20 
ell -0'!20 f0.64 -1.27 /-0.20 /.1.27 -0.64 
B12 1-0.20 ./-0.84 -0.20 -1.27 ,ll.27 -0.64 
sl3 -0.64 /.0.20 -0.20 -1.27 /.1.27 /.0.64 
./-0.20 
#o,,1 
,'1.27 /.0.64 sl4 -0.20 -1.27 -0.64 
col. sum -0.34 -Oo29 -10.12. -9064 fl6.93 f3.47 
ool. av§· -0.024 -0.021 -0.723 -00803 }1.209 ~0.248 
-.), ,c---c-t:. .,c !·· 
SUDl Xij ~ 2.1~2 4.789 120624 l0a454 20a845 40659 
_.s~ ... -~ij~ ... ~ 0.151 0~_34~-·-·--0~902 ··- q~_.?7~.-- ... 1.48~~--- o.~_33-- ... , ...... ... , .... 
-~(--col·-;·-· a~vg ~~·i-a ... ·O·. 00·1--·· . 0. (JOO O" 523 0. 645 1. 462 0. 0 62 
• var1an-eJ-a 0.150 0.342 o. 379 0.226 0.027 0.271 
std. dev. 0.387 0.585 0.616 0.475 0.164 0.521 
,, ~.,, ·-Ith··· -~ - ........... - ... 
__ .... - ... ; . -:.:: ·· "·' ·-.--. -~·~-.~~·.·:::·~ ·.-.. ·.~ .. --~·--~·.·.·:::.'~0-1> ··:·: .. ·--·a· .... v-g7·--·:: • .~: :· ··.:..·o·.~~5:~~i.4·.·,·:.:::o·:·.··:·.·-0----~-·1·:-.. --.:·:_.:-0·:-~·~·.-t,.n.·r.z. ·· '-·O· · · "·80· ·~-- · .. tl .... ~on,.. 10· · .. o.4:a .... . " ... _.-.......... ~.: ····.··-:', ... :,,., ....... : .... '.' .. ,.·: ...... : .. , .. · ...... · .... :· .. . , ... , . , , . v . . • ., , .. ,t1 ., .. , ... •. ·'-'· . , .. ,• .. 0 . . •· fClu. .. .. lfl. v .. .,,. . ... ~ .... .::J. r ... CJ . . Q, ......... ,. .. -· ............. . 
"'' ..... , .. 
. . . 
. --· -· ... -- ..... 
.-, .. -.... .. .. _, ... . ~ •.. .. .. , .......... .........._._, 
...._.,__ -- ,._. - - - - - -· - -
··;. 
•. 
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COMMAND OF TECHNICAL MATERIAL 
Normalized Sooree 
(w.i thin row) 
Rankee 
.n ta f3 f4 f5 
-0-.20 
-1.27 ,ll. 27 · 
-0.64 /.O. 20. 
/.0.64 -1.27 ./-0.20 -0.64 ./-1.87 
/.0.70 
-1.27 -0.20 -0.64 ./-O. 70 
/.0.42 
... 
-0.64 -0.20 -1.27 ,£1.27 
-Q.25 -1.16 -0.25 /.1.16 
/.0.20 -0.64 /.0.64 -1.27 fl.27 
-0.20 -o. 64 /.0. 64. 
-1.27 /.1.27 
-0.50 -1.16 ./-0.50 ,£1.16 
/-0.64 -0.64 
-0.20 
-1.27 ,Lo. 20 
./-0.20 -0.42 
-1.27 -0.42 /.1.27 
/.1.27 -0.20 /.0.20 -0.64 /.O. 64 
-0.64 
-0.20 ,Lo. 64 
-1.27 /.O. 20 



















_ •. ,~" ·,,, · ... ,. .c,· . .r·. •. , .. ••. QO ~-~· .. S UJ?l~-~w · . L4..._.Jb9~.~ .. ~l.._0.+-2.9~. t•, .J,2 ~.,4•,l. · .-,.J.,,1~8 .. 7,-.,~l~, .... ()8, -~#-.-9-'i ,·· . 
· · · col. a~. ,£0.299 -0.771 J0.172 -?.989 ,£0.863 t0.284 




. ' ' . . 
.. : :: '.(, - .. · ·,~ ·~~ :1·:·· ' ,.·' ... , .... 
sum xif +n 0.429 0.732 0.387 1.092 0.959 0.484 
(cola a g.)2 0.089 0.594 0.030 Os~'lS __ .0~7-45-0~081-------·-.- ..:... ... :.:,; ,..:.,. - - -· -· 
• 
-o:_~40 ·- --o.-I38- ······0.-35_7 _ 0.114 0. 214 0. 403 -\- - --.:~- ~ ·- -~ ·· --var:tanae . 
... : .. ' . 
.. . .. . . .. ,,,.~ .. , .... ~,, ........ , .. .,......... . .... .,, ...... ,,.,4 _,._,. ••.C ........ '. ··~ 
.···· .. :·_·.=~~.---~·:····::·~·~:·.":.-~- .. ~:~~·ta.--dev.· -~····O;SB~ 0.371 0.597 0.338 0.463 0.635 
..• •1.' . .. ................. .,,..,,~, ..... ....:.. • .......... 
. ... . • .. ,. ·,-,:;,. ;, ,, ,.,. ,,',.,1,•,', ., ' .. , "' .,., "'"'"•I.,.,, ,., ., ... , . ., • ,,,.,. "• 
- • - • • • • • • • • • . 
- .... · ·-· 
---- __________ .. 
- . 001 :- avg. ,Loo 299 -0 o 771 ,too 172 -0 O 989 ,£0 o 863 ,loo 284 , .. ·.c·a•:CC .. ····---











































R a n k e e 
..... " 
. fl f2 f3 f4 
~1.87 -0.64 1 ~0~20 -1.27 
.. 




-0.95 -0.20 -0.95 
-0.20 -0.64 -1.27 
-1.16 -0.25 ~-
fl.27 -0.20 f0.20 -1.27 
11.27 -0.20 -0.64 -1.27 
fl.16 -1.16 -0.50 
e9 fl.27 -0.64 -0.20 -1.27 
B10 fl.27 +0.64 -1.27 -0.20 
sll fl.27 -0.64 -0.20 -1.27 
sl2 fl.27 -0.64 -0.20 -1.27 
sl3 -1 










/.o.ao /.O. 64 
/.o. oo -0.64 
./-0.64 /.0.20 
./-0.20 /.0.64 
/.0.20 · fl. 27 
al4 /.1.27 -0.64 fo.20 -1.27 f0.64 -o.ao 
" 
,_.;I 
· a·td.· dev-;-··- · · o·. 499 · o. 491' ·. o."43·2:·~-·cr. ·3·30 ····0~·2·12· "0"."577 ..... 
. ,, . 







... '; • .'. ~ • • • ': .. • • ·.-·: • • • • • • " • • • • • , ' • • • • 'fj.1 
. ! 
.. ' . . -· .. ' . . . ·,,•'···'..,· ...... : . 














. ~- •; 
I ... 
., 


























-0. 42 _, 
.. . 
OVERALL 
Standard Unit Deviates (Normal) 
J 
f2 f3 f4 f5 
.. ~-
,, 
-0.34· /.0.71 -1.07 
/.1.07 
.. 
/.O. 68 -1.08 









f0.40 -1.08 -0.82 
~0.42 fl.07 -0.38 


































-/.O. 22- /.0.68 ./-0.20 
-0.31 fo.sa ~o.ao 
-1.os ;p.ss -1.02 
-1.46 -1.30 













sl4 f0.40 -0.34 -0.82 -0.31 
-1.07 1I;75 -· 







• -· • • ... - • ... •• ~- _,_. '". ... ., .,.. - ;.: .... ... a. - •• - .. • ,._ .. - - - .• - •• •• • ... \. ..... .. - ... .... .. .. • .- .... -·. :-- - .. ... ... ... .... - - .. .. ... r:. .. - - - -· - .. .. ... ... ,.. ... ,.. - • ... ... - - ... -- • - - ... - - • ... • ... .. .. •• .. ... .. .. • • . • ' 
~· . ---- "--·· . -, ... --· 
' - ............ - : ·•. ·.: . ~ .,. ".' .. -
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. \· 
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.. -· ..... ,'. : .. ·; •:· 
'·, .. •" .-_, ! '.' ,n • .,.~. '~ ',·~ •• ,, '"'•: "•"'' '•.. ... •.O •·.•,• • .. ; •, • I • ' ' I"•'" •' Of ,, • '.. '• ,,- • '° "' , ' 
.. • • • • • • • • ........ ·., .• ·, . . • . " • • • •• : ! -", ~. ;·· ,\ • •• ' ' •• ·• • , ........ . 
... , :I"' 
_,,, .. 
' '·-·~" .. . . .. ·.-. " .. 
. "·"•"•'·; :; ..... 
. :, ·-- . ~, 




















~-' · . tv:··· ·, .. 
'·· .f.., .. ~il': f'•' ,,.. . . 









· lormal Deviates 
-
·xi.-, - Xij-Xj 
J. - -----Sj 
Ranke e. 
82· S3 a4 
-l.16t -0. 38 -0. 82 
/.O. 76 -0.99 ./-1.23 
-0.43 ·-o. 38 
-0.82 
.. -· 




85 es s7 
,L0.45 -0.12 ./-0. 75 
./-0.45 /.1 •. 34 /.0.75 
,l0.45, -0.12 
-1.75 
f,,., 1 ··-" f 4 :· .. ~ ~0.64 
-1.25 /.1. 48 
-2.27 
f5 
-1.14 /.0.76 .. , -0. 99 fl. 23 /.0.45 ·,to.5a -0.51 
. 
·:- f6 




s8 s9 slO sll ' &12 sl3 sl4 
fl. -0.73 fl.06 -0.72 /.0.72 -0.02 ,fQ.44 \/.0 •. 88 ~ ' 
f2 -1.38 -0.01 ;o.3a t0.72 -6.02· -0.29 -o.7o 
. ~. 
·t3 11.12 -1~2s. ;1.s1 -a.11 ~1.os 11.04 -0.23 
f4 ;o.47 -1.14 10.01 -a.os ~1.30 
) 




, ,. .. . .. ,. · .. ,,. ·· . , .t,5. · ,... ..· .. · ·fl·~ 1:Z "fl·eOS ~n -0. OB -1. 80 . fo. 44 fT:6S' 
. . 'I!! .,.., 
" 
. 's' - ' ,. . 
~-
.. - - . 
. ·. 
..· .- - ... ·-: -. . - - - . . .. ·- -:-- ·. ·- - . -·· ....... ~- . .. .. - - . .. .. . - - - ... - - . - - - ........ -- . - .. .. .. . .. . 
., ..... ~ ,;.;.. ..• :~----
.... .. ... ... .. .. - .. - - -· - - - ~ - . - - ' 
- . - . . . . . - - - - ... 
.. • •..•. - - :- - ~ .. -· - - .... - ... - - • - ......... - ~ .:. J ... ··..:.·_:·." -~· .• -~- • - - - • . 
- -· 
,. •I'. 
~- >, ! ,- I ' ' 
.,.:. ' ... · .... · .. •:•. -·, ~-
:: \ ·, .-
. ~ . . -
. ,· .,,,,. H ,,,, "· •• , '-'' •It"•" ; •" • • " • 
. ..; ............. .. . ·----· 
--~ 
. . ... . . ... .. ~ .. .:. . ·-·.: ... . .. : ..... -
: .. .. .. · .. ; -~.- ·r· .~--~:.-::·~-.-~ ·: ..... ·. ~ ··-:- .......... ____ ... _ ... ---.---.·· - - - - -
. ....·. ·.;, ·..; -- .. - ......... ·•· • -. .., .... ~ ·. -c:. _.: ~-' • • """' ---:-- - ..... " ..... -.· .. :-< ~ - .--~·-·~-'7  ' . . ·   . ··. •· ··· .. , ._ ... ·:  
..... : :•. '. ·:. ··:···.• . 
. . ............ , .. - '···: .. · .. ·.'. .... -... : .. :,; ..... ·. . . ·:.. .. . 
. - .•. : , ~ . •. -·- ·.r .. 
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R a n k e e 
f3 f4 
f0.58 -0.31 -0.89 ~0.34 
f0.58_ fl.13' -0.89 J0.34 
S3 ,fl.15 -0.31 ·f0.13 ~0.98 
B4 -0.46 -1.59 f2.2i -0.31 
85 f0.06 -1.95 f0.36 
s6 /.1.72 f0.38 ,£0.13 -0.98· 
s7 I -0.46 -1.06 ",Ll.50 -0.98 
;1.35 -0.82 -0.71 
f5 · f6 
-3.41 ./-1.96 
/.0.37 -0.86 
/.O. 3 7 /.0.33 
/.0.37 -0~09 
-0.30 /.0~48 
/.o. 3 ,, I 
-0.86 
f0.37 /.0.75 
-0.30 -0.48 s8 
s9 
slO 






-1.oa ~1.13 -0.89 fo.s1 to.37 ~o.oe 
-0.46 11.13 -a.as ;2.11 · ;o.37 -1.70 
;o.5s f1.13< ~o.ss ~o.se ~0.37 -1.70 
CJ 
sl3 -1.59 t0.38 ,lo.as :-0.98 /.0-.37 ./-0.75 
814 
-0.46 f0.38 -0.89 f0.34 f0.37 f0.75 
. -; .: .. : ·-· ~ . . . :: . - .. . . - . ,:,_. :. . ·. ";" : . . : ' : 
..,_ __ ..... - ~ .... - ._.,_,· ... .-. ·-..;,; ........ . 
-:· ···~ ~'! _· . .:. .. ~:. • ... : :'!'' '"! •• ·,':'":_·:~ '.;,.~_."! :;.~·: . .:.o:·:.,,i' ...... ~;: " . ...: :·: -. ;· ; ..: ·~ ":; ,.-·. ' -. : ... ··.-
, :~c··. 
~-
- • • -- - .... :. •. •. ..;..: .• ~ :~ •. '"': :~··:~ • .. · -· ·.-: ... ~- ~ -~. -. !"-.• -~ ~· -··""':-.·· ...... -···· _, 
..--· ~ .: ~·· - .· .. . :~ -... · ... ·. ~ .:. - .· ·: ··,:-· :_,.:: ·. -:- _,.._: .--····· . .- .. ,;;,_ .. .. :•'· . 
... 
,.. 









•! I • • .• - - 7" ~ - - - • • • • ,. • 
., 

























































/.o. 05 fl.03 
-0.62 /-1.03 
-0.62 -0. 83 
-0.71 
~-













e9' / f0.58 
slO 
-0.17 
















,Lo. 64 -'t). 45 
-1.43 fl.55 
/.0.88 ./-0.56 
-0. 48 - -2.-45 
-1.43 fl.55 
sl3 fl.67 f0.35 ;0.78 -0.83 -1.43 -0.76 
sl4 f0.58 f0.35 -0.62 -0.83 ./-0.88 ~0~13 




. '. I /."'"'·f"• ,: ,It,,.,__._,~ """-- :,,,·, ,n ... ~,,..~• • • -~f,..,. ,lil,-•_•!H1,••_,.,:I ~, ..... J , • ~ .,I"' • ..- - qt ......... ' · •. ~, .......... , - ._ ........ \, ... • ,:.. en 111,i;,• .. ,-,::.-,.• ... • · • 
. . ·;<41·· Q ..•. ' • 
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. ........ .. -- . -- "-Gr -- ~- . 
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INDICATION OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
, -~,. Standard Unit · 
Normal Devia tee 
Rankee· 
fl f2 . f3 f4 f5 f6 
~0.44 -0.15 f0.11 -0.51 fl.81 -0.34 
-0.82 -1.44 f0.11 fl.40 -0.41 fl.52 
j0.44 -0.79 ;0.11 /0.46 ;1.21 -0.34 
-o.ao f0.74 -o.s1 -o.s1 -o.41 ~0.96 
f0.22 -1.22 -0.01 -2.06 ,'0.18 
• 
f0.44 f0.74 fl.03 -0.51 fl.21 -1.79 
f0.44 f0.74 -0.91 -0.51 -0.41 f0.42 
;0.22 -1.22 - -0.59 . -1.14 f0.18 
f0.44 -0.15 f0.11 -0.51 -0.41 f0.42 






.... . ·-~. 
--·· 
/.0.44 --~0-.15 /.0.11 --o.51 /.i.21 -0.34 
f0.44 -0.15 +0.11 -0.51 -0.41 f0.42 
-3.39 ;o.74 ;2.os -o.51 -0.41 ;1.sa 
f0.44 ,-0.15 fl.03 -0.51 fl.21 -1.03 
........ ~-• ~---, , •• •,. -~~~: •, ., • • .......... •' ,' • ...... ...._..,t.L.. • ,• 4:-\t'" ·~-.,, • ~ ......... , "•' 0" " ..... ~-' o \ ;, ... ~·., I "' • ,I • • •' '• . • ,.,- ., .... ~ ,.,.,• • •'" 1• , ,•, •(,,.;;; __ ,.,.":,.. -·~~ ~"'?"" .: ..... -;-,-:-:,.•,: ( • •. .. •• 
.....____ "··- - ... _ - ·- - - - .. :· - ·-
- ---· -- - . .. - .. , .......... ___ - -
• • ,.., •• • .., ! .•. ~-
. . . .. 
'I\,' 
'• ..... ;:~: • ..... , ·. .. . . . 
... - ..... -. -·· .......... 
. - , .. · .·-'i - .:..·.,..;. .. ·- . - -- . ··t .• '.• •. . - . - .- ' -,: .··- · ... :. .• ~ . .:. ,, ..• -. . ·.:..... --- -· - - ... -- . 
.•. ·~ . ' ·, . .- . . . ;- .·· ~.-- ... ,... ... . . 
•' ! 
........ _ ........... ··-. .. ··- , .. · . 
- ' ... ~-;-~~:----~··.-· .-,. : . . .. -. .. _ .. ·.·~·~·--·.:.;, ... . . ·.· ..... __ .......... ";_ ....... ,.-· .. : .. · .. ·,· ........... ·-~ .... ~' .... ''"': ....... -... ·· .. -- ..................... .. 
• ·- -· - r .. • ... - - .- ~ ~•• 






............. ,. -- . - - :-
i 
I· 
., ·-··:, .~:.-. .:. -..:· ~---~~.-: ... ;.., ... '""."'"'·------,.:-· -·"'.'·,,~.- .... ·:-._. -.-:-.·-·.-.· . 
. · .. •, ·. -. . ~-: ... _.. ;•, .... :. .... 
:: 
•. 



















































OVERALL vs. OVERALL 
Product of Corresponding 




1'2 f3 f4 f5 
--0.058 1,.;.1·. 476 -/.0.454 --1.220 
/-/.0. 813 -/.0.073 --1.350 /-/.0.517 
--1.069 --0. 312 1-/.o. 326 --00208 
/-fla31S --00262 ./-fOo 836 
f-00959 /.f0o077 -,£0.499 /../.Oo306 
ff l O 434 ~==-O·o 098 1-1-.o O 394 
;;00803 -,!lo505 -/-0.347 
c=-=-lo932 fflo322 --0.175 
-+0~003 =eolo058 ;1-0. 583 -/.0.877 
ff0ol25 fc:alo484 -12.280 /--0.870 
/.-0.245 --10730 /-/.O. 012 ·1-_10.490 
-f0o021 ft.lo624 '• /./.0.517 
--0.099 /./.2.267 --2. 225" ./-/.O. 299 
--0.238 --0.189 --0. 428 --0.246 






















79 facw.ty appraisal 
0.959 
Negative Products 









... . . - .. . ...... .. ... .. .. ,;,c 
---· ... _. .. ·l"----.o -- ~ JI!. 7 • .. , ..... ·-··c· ".'~l.n.i;; · · · · . .........-..-.-·-· -- .... · · · 
-~. -· - - ..... Q.;)_., ~' ' .._., ·.:··· ·,. . 
' ..... -~ __._. . .- . 




0 •. 445 0.003 
.. ····· .......... "S10 .. 0. 288 ' · · · .. · · · · · · · 1. ·464 
sll 
s18 
.. . -~·-· .. ·-.. -·-·· _ ., sl3 




sums 4. 218 ·_ 1. 228 







2 ~ 880· •· • ~" •·(}. • 8 70 - •· •· • "r • • • • • • ,. • • • • - • • • • •. • " " 
........ ,.. . .. . ........... " .... . 
. . . ' . . . . 
. ,, ........... '" ........ , ........ ,, 
·, ..... . 
-:.- ....,_ ........ , .. ... . - ....... .....-. -· -- ~.. ,. 
3. 233 2.094 4.924 
..... -',.,:, :· .. 




























































, 5. 290 ,, 0.921 
o. 7332 










1. 220 0.058 
1.069 
1. 3 50 . . 0 • 20 8 
0.312 
o. 262 
GJA -- ._.., •. ;,._, .:-, - .. -..~-~Q ..... "" · ..... o I 050 0 e 098 
' . 
- .•· ,., .. -'" '" ~.· •'··.-~· ., d. -· ·,·., 1:1'? • •·,· · ·• >' _ ...... •'-'•~···•.Uc,\··,, ,,4•.,·., .. -.·C,•,-;q, •, .• ,,., ,·e,-.••·• (, '"•"' ,, .. ,.,,, .. ,,,,. ··-----r)-~-'t:l'i· , .w.r•••,n: ·:. ·,, .. ........,..r ... ~ ... , \:· 1·,\·;• f• •• ·" ...... ,......~ .. ,(,,,.,,J",. .. 








I 0.088 " I 
2. 888 . ' 
. I 
.1 





~,. .. ~; "' .... ·f·~·.'·f.· ··-···-· :,'4" ............... ,.~ .... "'"'11 .. ,•,,, '' .... ,, ·····• , ............ ~ 
~·;·· nlQ 
·-- ...... _ - ..... --·---- . Q 
~"'""'" ....... . . · __ o_ ._ 13_4 .. _ _ _ .__ .. ___ .. ell · ·· .. · .. · ... · ·· · · ........... · -~-- · --i. 730··- · ·------
sl 2 0.026 
,, ~- · .. ._ .... e·1·3 ... ............. : .. " ................ o·~ .. 099··' · ·· ·· · 2·. 225 
--.···s1·4 0.239· 0.189 0;428"· .. --.. · .. 0·~24s .. - · 
. ,. . . 
.. . ,. .,·.· ·.·, .. ,. ,.... . . ··· ....... ,, . 
. -... 
( 
~- --· - -·. 
sums o. 907 ,· 3. 649 4.003 1. 849 
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OVERALL vs. TEACHING A.BILITY 
R ·~ .. 
a Product of Corresponding. 
n Standard Unit 
" k Normal Deviates 
e 
. 
r R a n k e e 
.. ' i 
' 
' 
~ n f2. f3 ~ f4 f5 f6 
.~ 
al i/.fO. 452 --0.053 ,t-1.soa 
-f0.218 --3.887 -/-1.254 
e2 . ~1-.0. 673 I-/.0.859 --0.383 -f0.425 /./.0.281 l-1.135 / s3 -fQo 437 --0.307 -,'0.049 f-:l.450' -,'0.366 -t.faOo 413 
S4 --==-0 0 3 7 7 -h-1.956 -fle812 t./.Oo455 ~co0o074 
e5 ;;o o 021 /..-0.878 ./-/._O. 162 f-0.135 ff0o~6 
s6 -~Oo 206 /./.0.509 -fO.c,016 /./.0.215 ~~l O 453 
s7 ./--00345 ./--0. 795 -J2o··s25 " 
-/.Oel89 ff0o563 
-fQo986 /.-00795 /...,oQ 538 ea --1.132 --00036 
s9 f-lo685 -/._0.004 --111148 /./.0.597 -fQo477 ff0o795 
.. , slO -~Oo734 1;0.429 f-lo6ll -./,0.923 t/,_Ool41 e:'7=00065 
ell /,c=,Oo331 /-/.0.814 --1.878 ./-/.O~Q21 ~~Oo266 ~~Ool02 
s12 -f0o012 -f0.023 f./-_0. 927 lfOo281 ~-30060 B13 /.-0.700 ~:1-_0. 110 /-/.0.884 --2.019 /./.O .16~ /./._O. 330 B14 ,£-o. 405 -t0.266 --0.205 -f0.469 -f0.085 /./.1.238 
sum • ./-1.965 avg. . . ,£0.0252 First sign: 





























1. 611 · 0. 923 
0. 012 0. 023 .. - -
o. ,70&;· 0.110 \ )}{ 405 '" 0. 266 ,, , ,·. . ,.- 0.469 
of student 




._... ~ ---- ~~ ·-· 
.. ,.9 .. ~ .. + .. §~ ...... , . . ,., ... -_. .. _._.. _............. --· 
0.538 













, . ·, I 
.... .._...,., a .. , . 
- - - - - - - - r 
- - • -- -
-· -
....: ' ... - llli'I; ,_ .. 
sums . 5. 7 8 o- ~ - -4 .. d 3 2· - - - -8-. 5-1 () -- 3.485 1.252 ·a.927 




. •, ' :· ::, \;:'.,;, ··;; ·• • , .. '-: .. '_:: :4'." ·:· '\ -.' . :' • . • ·., -
i,,- ·ot~l\',:. ..... ,,~'L;,-,.,•.-._...._~,.~-~ ... ~~·~~~~~~~~~----"---"'-·-~·---·~,--,-·-·-~~--~--.--~-- .. ~ .. I 
- .. , • j 
.,, , .... 
.. 


























































.. - -~ )> .... . • ... • e, -
0.053 
0. :3707 
S8 ~ 1.132 













3. 555 · 
0 .. 074 \ 
? 
s 10 0 ..... 7 3_4 ___ ---.. ---- ------ .. - -· - - -- - --- - --· - .:.. ·--.-- ·- - .... ·:-' -· ... · .. -· · - · · · · 
-------- -----------sii ___ - -- - .. 1.a?a -. -0 •· 065 -... ·• .... ·. -. -0 -~-· ..... • • •• 
S18 
sl3 
· - · - sl4 
1 '111 9··· -·- - - ~--: -. -- -:··- :-·· - - - - - _- - S1llll8 ·- -- -- - .• ·- . .. . -·- - . -i. 4 2 








, .. 3. 060 
.... --· ,.....,..,_...-------.--.------
-···- ····- ··- - - - - - /. -
3.923 4.754 
'~, ............ , ........ , ..... ·~·· ...................... ~ 
! 
~ 
____ ,, _____ ,,_..._..,.,,__ ··- - . -·---·--'"-' 
----··~~-.-----·- ·--· ·-----.·- -- '-·----·-· ·--~·--··---' . --- ~---~~ - -·-
' . 
OVERALL vs. COMMAND" OF TECHNICAL MATERIAL 
R Pro,~uot of Corresponding 
a ~-standard Unit 
' Normal Deviates n ~- : 
k 
e 
r R a n k e e 
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 
al . /.-0.67. --0.230 /./.3.312 -,l0.659 --1.830 -/.0.358 
ea -./-0.673 f-1.026 -./-0.082 -./-1.288 /./.0.669 .,L1.003 
B3 -f0o262 --10337 --0.236 ./,/.1.584 --Oo 347 .f+_Oo825 
84 -f0ol?2 +.~Oo431 --00508 f/.lo082 ==:f0al72 
s5 ./--0.423 f-Oo473 /.-0.320 ff0o288 ftOo 153 
B6 --0.020 -t+Oa469 -./,0.094 /./.0.510 . -=a=l O 284 
s7 /.-Oa645 ./-.f0.263 -fl.365 -/.0.449 ,lcco ~-; 098 
s8 --loOOO ~-le449 ./-./-0. 616 -/.0.077 ,.l-=O o- 504 
s9 · ff0o615 -fQoOQ4 --0.800 i-0.390 --1.845 .ftl 0·643 
slO --Ool22 /,/,Oo350 /.-4.380 ~-+1.915 /.·/.O~ 334 =»f0o403 
ell ff>lo202 ;1,10109 -f0.106 ./-1-0.010 .,£-0.348 c=t=·O o.147 
sl2 --0. 032 -/.Oa030 tf0.850 ,'-1.087 -=f2o79Q 
sl3 ;;o.735 -f.0.102 ;~0.811 --1.710 /.-0.629 f-0.334 
sl4 /./.0.510 -/.0.245 --0.143 --1.145 -./-0.202 /.-0.215 
/.8.364 f0.1072 sum ; avg. • First. sign: J 
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r . Ra n k e e 
.. 
fl fa ~ f3 f4 f5 f6 
el 3.312 
s2 0.669 
s3 1.524 0.885 7 s4 0.431 




s9 0.615 1.643 slO 0.350 0.334 
ell 1.202 1.109 0.,01.0 
sl2 10.850 
B13 o •. 735 0.811 
el4 0.510 
sums 3. 062 a.saa .)' 5.589 1.534 2.883 2.621 
sum; 18.311 avg. ; 0.7961 
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. OVERALL vs. INDICATION OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
















-~ Standard Unit 
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,, s.S :~·. - . . - .. . -·· - - . - - -- . - . 0.503 
0.005 
0.124 
... J ., • .,,. ... ...:- ~ • ZUUAA• . ·--- • • ' . 






e9 0.142 0.240 
slO 0.317 4.290 3.112 
·-. - , _,_-
4
- - - - -Sll- - - -· -- - - - - ... - - - - -0-.~108 - --- ... 1) .• -23-2 -- - -· .. o. 005 
sl2 0.009 
s13 1.492 
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3.388 - - 2. 450 I 0.681 


































~- --· ... -.. . .... .-.. - -- .............. __ - .... •· 
1.289 
o.oao w~--·-• -4"· - ,,...,___ ... ,..,.-.----·· --. ... ~ .... __ _. .. , • 
- -· ·-· -- - ,--• ---,a, •-.-:, - -- - ·-· 81 a- •-· - • --·-·~·-· · -- o ; o-~---· - -- .... :-· ----- --
·-- ._, -. - .. -- - S6l3 -- ""- .. - - - - - ... - ·- - .... -- - ~ ""' -- - ,_.. 
• sl4 0.105 o. 704 
- _ ... -- -· --- ---------- ---------· 
sums 1.115 2.602 2.339 2.081 0.875 4.552 
sum; 13.564 avg. ; 0.6782 
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